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Can I take an examination more than once?
Candidates can take examinations as many
times as necessary, until they pass. However,
they cannot take the examinations for a
diploma that they already hold.
Are DELF and DALF valid everywhere ?
Yes. DELF and DALF enjoy the same recognition
as all other official qualifications awarded by
the French Ministry of Education.
Do DELF junior and DELF prim have the
same value as « classic » DELF ?
Yes, they have exactly the same value.
The diploma only mentions the level
(A1, A2,…) but not the version (DELF Prim,
DELF junior,…).

DELF Pro is designed for candidates
seeking initial employment opportunities
or promotion in a French-speaking work
environement. All candidates are welcome
to apply, whether in initial training or
continuing education.
DELF Pro assesses all the communication
skills needed in the world of work.
Examination topics are based on the
realities of the workplace.

4 levels

2 sessions per year
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for more information

visit http://www.ciep.fr
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DELF PRO — For professionnal life

Do I have to be a student at a French
language centre to take the DELF or DALF?
Anyone who whishes to have their skills in
French recognised can take DELF or DALF. No
preconditions are required.

frequently asked questions

FAQ
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FRENCH IS AN ASSET
Today French is an official language in almost 50 countries.
It is spoken by more than 200 million people across five
continents. It is an official language of the United Nations
as well as many other international organizations.

VALID FOR LIFE
DELF and DALF are official diplomas granted by the French
Ministry of Education. They are valid for life, awarded and
recognized around the world.

CERTIFIES YOUR LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY
The DELF and DALF officially certify the ability of students
to use the French language in real-life situations.

SAME STANDARDS WORLDWIDE
Assessors are trained by authorized experts, thereby
offering the same assessement standards worldwide.
Exams topics are pre-tested in order to reflect the
world’s linguistic and cultural diversity.
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